ADVANTAGE INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION EXPANDS ITS PRODUCT LINE TO INCLUDE ROBOTIC SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Duluth, GA, Release: January 18, 2023
Advantage Industrial Automation today announced expansion of their product line to include robotic system solutions. These additions extend their ability to provide the best industrial automation solutions to their customers.

The product lines that Advantage Industrial Automation robotic offering includes Kawasaki Robotics, Schneider Electric, Han's Robot, Yaskawa, OnRobot, SICK, mk North America, and RoboDK. These companies cover a vast range of robots, cobots, conveyors, end effectors, and other accessories.

"The time has arrived for us to provide our customers the best-in-class robotic solutions considering the current market situations and worker shortages." states Chip Smith, President, of Advantage Industrial Automation. He continued, "These products will address current and future application productivity needs."

Marcelino Sanchez, Sales Manager, of Advantage Industrial Automation says, "We are particularly excited to be teaming up with Kawasaki Robotics as they are synonymous with precision and reliability. They were on the forefront of industrial robot invention and currently have the largest selection of robots available for business use."

Advantage Industrial Automation is expanding its commitment to customer-first solutions. This addition to their current robust product and service line-up will ensure their customers' success.

About Advantage Industrial Automation
Advantage Industrial Automation was founded in 1989 to fill a void in the marketplace. Advantage provides automation solutions to Industrial Users, OEMs and System Integrators that help to increase productivity and quality, reduce downtime, save energy, or provide a safer workplace. Advantage does this by adding value to the leading products in this field. Advantage has grown consistently over the years by developing long-term relationships with targeted customers based on mutual success. For more information, visit https://www.advantageind.com
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